
Lesson #1:  ʻOhana 
 

  
Lesson Objective(s): What standard(s) and understanding(s) will be developed?  
 

Strengthened Sense of Belonging 
• All families have a history that connects to other places 
• Our ancestors came from other places that have its own culture, traditions and values 

 
HCPS III SOCIAL STUDIES:  Standard 6: Cultural Anthropology: SYSTEMS, DYNAMICS, AND INQUIRY-Understand 
culture as a system of beliefs, knowledge, and practices shared by a group and understand how cultural systems change 
over time 

 
 

Lesson Launch Notes: Exactly how will you use the 
first five minutes of the lesson? 
 

• Teacher describes who she is and where she is 
from, including her ethnic background and how her 
ancestors first came to Hawaiʻi  (or to America) 
 

Lesson Closure Notes:  Exactly what summary activity, 
questions, and discussion will close the lesson and 
provide a foreshadowing of tomorrow? List the questions. 
 
Class Discussion 

● Who would you like to be in 10 years? 
● Where would you like to be in the future after you’ve 

graduated from college? 
 

Lesson Tasks, Problems, and Activities (attach resource sheets): What specific activities, investigations, 
problems, questions, or tasks will students be working on during the lesson?  
 

Part One:  Self Portrait + Narrative 
 

1. “Who are you?  Draw a picture to show who you are.” 
2. “If you were to meet someone new and you had to introduce yourself, what would you say?  
3. Write a short description of how you would introduce yourself.” 
4. Students share their drawing and description with a partner or team. 
 
Suggestion:  Keep the question general to allow students to choose how they would like to depict themselves.  

 
 

Part Two: Family Portrait 
 
1. Draw and label a picture that includes you and the members of your family that you live with.  
2. Describe what it’s like at home on the weekend.  What does your family do on the weekend?  

 
 
Part Three:  ‘Ohana 
 
Class discussion: Where are you from? 

 
Activity:  Where are your ancestors from?  
1. Post signs of various country names around the room 

• Include your students’ known ethnicities when creating your signs 
2. Call out a country’s name 
3. Students silently walk and stand near the sign that their ancestors are from and write their name onto the posted paper. 
4. Continue to call out countries 

• Students with ancestors from more than one place can continue to move and write their names. 
5. Ask, “Are there any other countries that your ancestors are from that I didn’t include?”  

• Write other countries and students’ names onto new signs. 
6. Calculate amount of students with connections to each of the posted countries 

• How many of us have ancestors from Hawaiʻi? Philippines?  Samoa?  Portugal?  Japan?  China? Etc. 
 

Part Three:  Culture & Traditions 
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Class discussion:  Since our ancestors are from different places do you think they do things in different ways? 
 
 
 
Activity:  KWL 
1. “What do you already know about your family’s culture?” 
2. Divide students into teams based on where their ancestors are from. 
3. Students fill in what they know and what they would like to know on that country’s KWL chart. 

• Allow students to contribute to other KWL charts if their ancestors are from more than one country 
4.   Each group shares a summary of their current understanding and knowledge of their ancestor’s country. 

 
Evidence of Success:  What exactly do I expect students to be able to do by the end of the lesson, and how will I 
measure student mastery? That is, deliberate consideration of what performances will convince you (and any 
outside observer) that your students have developed a deepened (and conceptual) understanding. 
 

• Formative assessment for a students’ sense of self and how they choose to draw and describe themselves. 
• Students better understand how much they know and understand about where their ancestors are from.  

 
Notes and Nuances: Vocabulary, connections, common mistakes, typical misconceptions, etc. 

• Culture 
• Traditions 
• Ethnic/ Ethnicity 
• Values 

 
Resources:  What materials or resources are 
essential for students to successfully complete the 
lesson tasks or activities? 

• Chart paper, folder paper, pencils, markers 
• Optional:  crayons, colored pencils 

 

Homework: Exactly what follow-up homework tasks, 
problems, and/or exercises will be assigned upon the 
completion of the lesson? 

• Family Member Interview using student worksheet, 
“add name of WS” 

Lesson Reflections: How do you know that you were effective? What questions, connected to the lesson 
standards/objectives and evidence of success, will you use to reflect on the effectiveness of this lesson? 
 

• What variety of drawings and descriptions did this lesson create?  
• Are you able to get a sense of your students’ perception of themselves based on their drawings and descriptions?  
• How much do students already know about their ancestors and their family background? 
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